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Abstract: Now a day there is much more amplified curiosity in combinatorial optimization. The p-median problem which is a facility location problem, deals with discrete data and hence it is characterized as a combinatorial optimization problem. It is NP-Hard in nature that ascertains the specified number of locations as facilitators which serves the maximum locations. The p-median problem will be productive in several applications areas such as mounting marketing strategies in Management Sciences and recognition of server positions in computer networks. A new Metaheuristic approach with Neighbourhood Search (NS) technique has been proposed in the present paper which unveil all possible combinations with the elements in the neighbourhood of individual elements in the solution and recognizes the optimal solution i.e., which serves the maximum locations so that the sum of the total distance from the each element to the facilities is minimized. The proposed metaheuristic approach is an iterative one which contains two phases. Construction phase is the first phase that structure the initial solution and based on the initial solution the second phase explore for the optimal solution based on NS approach and then the probable solution space is computed to obtain the optimal solution.
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I. Introduction

The p-median problem can be depicted as: Let F is the set of facilities, C is the set of customers and distance function d such that d: C x F \rightarrow R. Here the distance function estimates the distance between a customer and a facility. The p-median problem determines a subset R of facilities F such that |R| = p, for any positive integer p and number of facilities n, where p \leq n, such that the sum of the distances from each customer to its adjacent facility is minimized. In the proposed work it is assumed that every customer location can be considered as a facility i.e. F = C, and also for giving equal importance to each location it is considered that \( w_i = 1. \)

Mathematically p-median problem is stated as [24]

\[ \text{Minimize } f(d, x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_i d_{ij} x_{ij} \quad (1) \]

subject to \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} = 1 \quad \forall i \quad (2) \)

\( x_{ij} \leq y_j \quad \forall i, j \quad (3) \)

\( \sum_{j=1}^{n} y_j = p \quad (4) \)

\( x_{ij} = 0 \text{ or } 1 \quad \forall i, j \quad (5) \)

\( y_i = 0 \text{ or } 1 \quad \forall j \quad (6) \)

Where

\( n = \text{number of locations} \)

\( x_{ij} = 1 \text{ if a location } i \text{ is assigned to facility located at } j, =0 \text{ other wise} \)
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\[ y_i = 1 \text{ if } j \text{th location is a facility} \]
\[ = 0 \text{ otherwise} \]
\[ d_{ij} = \text{distance measured from location } i \text{ to location } j \]
\[ p = \text{preferred number of locations as facilities} \]

Here the first objective function minimizes the sum total of the distances between the customer locations and the chosen number of locations. The second constraint substantiates that each location is allotted to precisely one adjoining facility. The third constraint forbids the allotment of customer locations to a facility that was not preferred as a desired location. The fourth constraint depict the total number of desired locations as \( p \) and finally the fifth and sixth constraints guarantee that \( x \) and \( y \) are binary valued. As the result of the p-median problem segregate the solution space, the given space can be classified as groups and hence the p-median problem can be used as a clustering technique.

To discover the solution space of a certain optimization problem effectively several general-purpose sophisticated procedures can be instantiated. Formerly, Metaheuristics like genetic algorithms; tabu search, simulated annealing, ant systems, GRASP and others have been imparted and are applied to real-life problems in numerous areas of science [13]. To elucidate the GRASP (Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedures) Metaheuristic [2, 3] several optimization problems [4] are effectively employed. The search procedure for recognizing the solution utilized by GRASP is iterative and each iteration consists of two phases: construction and enhancement phase. The construction phase aims to build a feasible solution, and based on the feasible solution its neighborhood is discovered by the enhancement phase to find a better solution [14][25][26]. The outcome is the principal solution originated over all iterations.

The paper is structured as follows: In section II, the proposed Neighbourhood Search based metaheuristic approach and its phases – Construction and Neighbourhood phases are described in detail. In section III, experimental results and comparisons of optimal values (quality) and execution times are anticipated. Section IV provides the conclusions.

II. The Grasp Metaheuristic

GRASP [14] has been adopted by many optimization problems and acquired productive results [4]. GRASP entailed of two phases which are operated repeatedly. The first phase of GRASP is the construction phase in which an absolute solution is constructed. As this absolute solution is not guaranteed to be locally optimal, in the second phase, a novel enhancement phase is employed. This course is repeated until an annihilation measure is attained and the superlative solution originated over all iterations is taken as final outcome.

The NSApproach logic is illustrated in Figure 1. Initially, the variable to hold the optimal solution instigated is initialized with null set. Then the construction phase is implemented which is adopted from [25] and then the neighborhood search approach is employed to the constructed solution. The quality of the so-obtained solution is compared to the current optimal solution found and, if necessary, the optimal solution is updated. Eventually the best optimal solution is returned.

A most modern approach in metaheuristic research is the exploration of hybrid Metaheuristic [21]. One such hybrid scheme results from the assortment of hypothesis and policies from two or more metaheuristics and another one counterparts to Metaheuristics united with concepts and procedures from other areas accountable for performing exclusive tasks that can progress the original method. The hybridization of GRASP with neighbourhood process initially anticipated, introduced and adopted to the set packing problem [15, 16, 25].

```
procedure NSApproach()
1. optml_sol  ∅
2. sol  Construction(data points);
3. best_sol  NBSearch(sol);
4. if cost(sol) > cost(optml_sol)
5. optml_sol  sol;
6. end if
7. until Termination criterion;
8. return optml_sol;
```

FIGURE 1: NSApproach procedure
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**procedure** NBSearch(sol)
1. begin
2. for each s in sol
3. Compute neighbourhood of s;
4. For each point x in neighbourhood
5. new_sol  swap(s,x);
6. improved sol  Enhancement(sol);
7. compare cost of new_sol and improvedsol and update best_sol
8. end for
9. end for
10. return best_sol

**procedure** Enhancement (sol )
1. imp_sol  sol;
2. imp_cost  cost_eval( sol);
3. repeat
4. no_improvements  true;
5. for i = 1 to p
6. temp_best_sol  ;
7. temp_best_cost  ; 
8. for each element e in P, close to r_i
9. t_sol  swap(best_sol, r_i, e);
10. t_cost  appcosteval(t_sol);
11. if approxcost < approxbestcost then
12. temp_best_sol  t_sol;
13. temp_best_cost  t_cost;
14. end if
15. end for
16. exactsolcost  costeval(appbestsol);
17. if exactsolcost < bestcost then
18. imp_sol  appbestsol;
19. imp_cost  exactsolcost;
20. noimprovements  false;
21. end if
22. end for;
23. until noimprovements;
24. return imp_sol;

**FIGURE 2**: NBSearch algorithm

**FIGURE 3**: Proposed Enhancement Phase used in NBSearch

The logic behind NBSearch phase is described in Figure 2. Here neighborhood of each solution element is determined with radius of 5 units of Euclidian distance from that element. After that the solution element i.e. the neighborhood centre is interchanged with the one of the member in the neighbourhood and remaining elements are kept as it is. Likewise new solution can be achieved. Each and every possible solution is taken and is verified and if necessary, improved by Enhancement phase. This process is repeated for each and every element in the solution. By this it can be specified that the proposed algorithm verifies all possible combinations to get the best optimal solution.

The basic logic of the Enhancement is presented in Figure 3. Initially control variables are assigned with initial values. The cost_eval () function assess the overheads of a solution by identifying the aggregation of the distances amid all customers and their adjoining facilities. Subsequently the neighborhood of the existing solution is organized and if any superior one is found, it transpires into the current one. The same process reiterate again, till no supplementary enhancement is made. It is repeated p times and the best solution found so far is returned. In each iteration, solitary element RI of the solution is interchanged by all elements in the neighborhood to it in its partition Pi, which contains other than solution elements in the data set. At the present it is assumed that an element e is nearby RI in its partition Pi if the distance among e and RI is smallest or equal to the average of distances between RI and all elements in Pi.

To condense the computational exertion of the enhancement phase, the pronouncement obtained in each swap over is approximately evaluated and the best solution is exactly evaluated. The function t_cost_eval() estimates the outlay of a solution approximately by recalculating the distances within the partition Pi only, without making this calculation inside the other partitions. As there is a change of location exact reckoning may be necessary. Then it is assessed for better solution than the current one. If there exists a better solution than the recent solution, the new one transpires to be the current solution and again the enhancement phase incepted.

**III. Experimental Results**

The experimental results acquired for GRASP and NS approach are presented in this section, and the results are compared on the bases of solution quality against p. Experiments are conducted on data sets with 15, 25, 50, 75 points. Results are tabulated and graphs are plotted. The data sets under study are taken from the web site of Professor Eric Taillard, Kent University of Applied Sciences of Western Switzerland. The companion website for p-median problem instances is [http://mistic.heig-vd.ch/taillard/problemes.dir/location.html](http://mistic.heig-vd.ch/taillard/problemes.dir/location.html).
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In Graph-1 Objective function value i.e. cost for p-median problem is compared using both algorithms GRASP and NS approach for the data set of size 25 with number of facility locations (p) incremented by 3. It is observed that NS approach is working better than GRASP.

In Graph-2 Objective function value i.e. cost for p-median problem is compared using both algorithms GRASP and NS approach for the data set of size 50 with number of facility locations (p) incremented by 10. It is observed that NS approach is working superior than GRASP.

In Graph-3 execution time is compared for both algorithms GRASP and NS approach for the data set of size 15 with number of facility locations (p) incremented by 3. It is identified that NS approach is taking more processing time than GRASP.

In Graph-4 execution time is compared for both algorithms GRASP and NS approach for the data set of size 25 with number of facility locations (p) incremented by 3. It is recognized that NS approach is taking more processing time than GRASP.
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IV. Conclusions

It is observed that NS approach outperforms GRASP in quality aspect as the data size increases. It is also identified through the experimental results that NS approach consuming more processor time than that of GRASP even though it is good in cost aspect. The main reason behind the more processor time consumption for NS approach is that it is inspecting for all possible combinations within the neighbourhood of individual solution elements but GRASP checks the probable combinations in the solution attained. It is also observed that NS approach outperforms GRASP as the size of the data set increases.
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